Abstract
Introduction
Energy management inside a building is a determining aspect in order to minimize the use of air conditioning or heating systems. To achieve this objective, the building energy efficiency can be improved using the incoming radiation of the sun, which is a natural resource.
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The use of water flow glazings benefits from the large amount of energy provided by the solar radiation.
Comparisons between water flow glazings and conventional single and double pane absorptive glazings were conducted in order to prove its beneficial potential application in domestic-commercial buildings with stable hot-water demands (Chow et al., 2011a) . Moreover, Chow et al. (2010) Heat exchange between the building and the exterior affects significantly energy consumption. The glazing configuration modifies the distribution of the energy absorbed in each layer of the glazing. Therefore, models are necessary to analyse thermal performances of water flow glazings. Chow et al. (2011b) 
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proposed a model to analyse a water flow glazing composed by a water chamber between two glass panes.
Advanced simulations focusing on the water chamber were studied by Lyu and Chow (2015) to evaluate different headers designs. Chow and Li (2013) analysed the impact of different glass material in the performance of the water flow glazing.
Classical glazings are usually characterized by two main values: the thermal transmittance, U , and the 45 solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), also called g factor. These parameters measure the capability of the glazing to transfer heat and its capability to transfer solar energy, respectively. The U value characterizes the heat transfer of a glazing regardless the edge effects and evaluates the amount of heat that passes, in steady state, through the central part of the glazing. Its determination is done according to the European Standard (EN 673, 2011) . The g factor is the proportion of the total solar energy which is transmitted 50 indoors and it must be determined according to the European Standard (EN 410, 2011) .
For simple glass window, Ismail and Henríquez (2003) performed a simulation to obtain the g factor and the U value. Besides, Gueymard and duPont (2009) studied the potential changes in solar heat gain coefficient and in U value due to spectral effects. In terms of the g factor, Kuhn (2014) describes a procedure to measure the solar heat gain coefficient for many different façade components.
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The solar heat gain coefficient was also evaluated for more complex types of glazings, such as ventilated double windows (Carlos and Corvacho, 2015) and semi-transparent photovoltaic modules (Chen et al., 2012) . Shen and Li (2016) studied the solar heat gain reduction of double glazing using cooling pipes.
This configuration for the solar heat gain reduction presents some similarities with water flow glazings. Maurer and Kuhn (2012) studied the g factor of transparent façade collectors showing that the g factor 60 depends not only on the irradiation, but also on the operation of the solar collectors. This dependence makes the g factor a variable parameter and, most importantly, allows to control the incoming energy.
The behaviour of transparent façade collectors is comparable to the behaviour of water flow glazings.
Hence, it is expected to find a variable and controllable g factor when analysing a water flow glazings.
The applications of the g factor and the U value are numerous. As an example, Bansalhail et al. (1996) 65 used them to size the various passive heating concepts for maintaining a set point temperature in a single zone building for various climatic conditions. Besides, the g factor can be used in design, for instance, Kontoleon (2015) analysed the optimum glazing in terms of orientation and placement in order to maximize the solar heat gain.
This work is focused in defining the solar heat gain coefficient and the thermal transmittances of water 70 flow glazings in a similar way that these parameters are defined for classical double or triple glazings in EN 673 EN 410 (2011) . There exist already a large number of software tools to perform a whole year simulation of a building in order to predict heating and cooling energy demands, but the aim of this work is to state a simple linear analytical model to define the thermal parameters of water flow glazings and to understand how it works by knowing the physical mechanisms that govern the problem.
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Having obtained these preliminary parameters, it is possible to predesign a building with water flow glazings. The understanding of the physical mechanisms is used to decide which is the most suitable glazing configuration for each climate. In later stages of the design procedure, a whole year simulation will quantify the energy savings validating the former elections based on this simplified model of water flow glazings.
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This paper is structured as follows. The energy transfer mechanisms that are present in glazings are explained in section 2. In section 3, the hypothesis behind a linear thermal model are detailed. Section 4 revises the g factor and the U value of classical double glazing given by EN 673 EN 410 (2011) . Three different configurations of water flow glazings are examined: a double glass pane with a water chamber, a triple glass pane with an air chamber and a water chamber facing outdoors and a triple 85 glass pane with an air chamber and a water chamber facing indoors. These configurations are compared in sections 5-7. In section 8, universal expressions for the g factor and the thermal transmittances of these three configurations are obtained. A full discussion is followed in sections 9 and 10 to understand how to select the g factor and the thermal transmittance U of the glazing. The active behaviour of the glazing is shown in section 11. The dependence of the g factor and the U value with the flow rate allows 90 to control the inner temperature by modifying the incoming sun energy. In these sections the physical mechanisms intervening in a water flow glazing and how these glazings are able to harvest the impinging sun energy are discussed. Finally, in section 12, examples with numerical values are discussed to enlighten the conclusions and a validation of the model is presented in section 13. The conclusions are stated in section 14. 
Spectral and thermal problem
There are three energy transfer mechanisms in water flow glazings: radiation, conduction and convection.
While in glass panes and PVB layers the only mechanisms are conduction and radiation, in air or water layers, energy is also transferred by convection.
The radiation coming from the sun impinges the glazing with visible and near infrared (NIR) components.
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A fraction of the radiation is absorbed in the glass panes or in the water chamber and it is later transferred to the surrounding area. Once this short wave radiation is absorbed, the glass panes or the water chamber can radiate energy with long wavelength components or far infrared (FIR) radiation associated to their temperatures. The intensity of such energy flux depends upon the temperature of the body and the nature of its surface (Lienhard IV and Lienhard V, 2008) . It is also important to note that glass panes 105 and water layers are almost transparent to short wavelengths (NIR) and opaque to long wavelengths (FIR) as it shown in Figure 1 . This characteristic behaviour makes it possible to decouple short wavelengths radiation coming from the sun to long wavelength components emitted by glass panes or liquid layers. Hence, the problem of obtaining the temperatures of the different layers is split in two more simple problems: the spectral 110 problem and the thermal problem. The spectral problem solves the solar distribution by means of multiple reflections of visible and NIR radiation and the thermal problem takes into account the transfer mechanisms: conduction, convection and FIR radiation. In the spectral problem the involved wavelengths are between 300 nm and 2500 nm (visible and NIR), which is basically the wavelength range of solar radiation at the earth surface. For the thermal problem, the transfer mechanism associated to radiation 115 comprises long wavelengths greater than 2500 nm (FIR).
The incident solar energy can be transmitted, reflected or absorbed. The transmittance (T ), reflectance (R) and absorptances for each layer (A j ) constitute the solution of the spectral problem. These absorptances are inputs for the thermal problem.
The thermal problem consists of determining the temperatures of every layer. While in the spectral 120 problem the multiple reflections of visible and NIR waves travel throughout the glazing, in the thermal problem the multiple reflections of FIR waves are bounded to an air chamber or air zones. Heat conduction results from a temperature gradient in a solid and the rate equation is Fourier's law. For liquid or gases, the heat transfer mechanism is convection, which is the combination of the heat conduction together with the transport mechanism associated to velocities of liquid or gas.
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Absorption inside the glazing increases the temperature of the glazing layers and, as a result, heat is transferred indoors and outdoors. These heat fluxes are named the secondary external heat flux and the secondary internal heat flux. These secondary fluxes are a consequence of the convective thermal transfer and the FIR radiation transfer of the incident solar radiation which is absorbed by the glazing.
The detailed calculations of the thermal problem are defined in the International Standard (ISO 15099,
.
In water flow glazings this natural convection appears in the air chamber and in the exterior and interior air boundary layers. When considering the water chamber of a water flow glazing, two mechanisms are present: forced convection originated by a circulating pump and natural convection due to density gradients inside the water chamber. Hence, it is important to note that heat transfer mechanisms inside 
Hypothesis to state a steady linear thermal model
In order to simplify the mathematical model described by the International Standard (ISO 15099, 2003) , some hypothesis are introduced for the different heat transfer mechanisms existing in the possible layers:
water chamber, air chamber, glass panes and PVB layers.
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Regarding the water chamber, it is assumed that the temperature inside the water chamber θ w is uniform and the heat flux interchanged with the glass panes follows Newton's law: the convective heat flux is equal to the difference between the surface and the fluid temperatures multiplied by a heat transfer coefficient h w . This coefficient is assumed constant once the flow rate is fixed (Li and Chow, 2011) . As it was pointed out, the real flow depends on the water distribution of the spacer as well as the flow 150 rate of the glazing and the spectral and thermal properties of the water. It is desirable to design the spacer and the water chamber to minimize gradients of temperature throughout the glazing. This study exceeds the scope of this work. However, if the spacer is designed properly, the uniform hypothesis for the water temperature is reasonable in regions not close to the spacer. It is also assumed that the inlet temperature θ IN is uniform and the flow rate is a constant valueṁ. Moreover, the thermal mass of the 155 water chamber is negligible because the characteristic time associated to glass heating or cooling is very small compared to the characteristic time in which the boundary conditions change such as sun radiation or exterior temperature.
Regarding the air chamber, it is conceived as a closed cavity where energy transfer is due to radiation and convection. Air is transparent to short and long wavelengths and its thermal mass is negligible.
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Hence, the two parallel glass panes that conform the air chamber interchange heat by convection and by radiation. It is assumed that convective heat transfer inside a cavity is proportional to the difference of temperature of the parallel glass panes multiplied by a heat transfer coefficient, h c , which is assumed as constant (EN 673, 2011) . Besides, the radiation exchange can be solved analytically. If the temperatures of the glass panes are not very different, the heat flux is proportional to the difference of temperature 165 of the parallel glass panes multiplied by a heat transfer coefficient, h r , which is assumed constant (EN 673, 2011) . Taking into account these two contributions, the heat transfer between the glass panes is proportional to the difference of temperatures multiplied by a heat transfer coefficient, h g = h c +h r . Since glass panes, PVB layers or water chambers are opaque to long wavelength radiation, these wavelengths can only be transferred in air cavities, outdoors and indoors.
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Regarding the single glass panes, the thermal resistance is proportional to its thickness divided by its conductivity. This thermal resistance is negligible compared to the thermal resistance associated to the heat convection mechanism. It is assumed that the temperature is uniform in space and constant in time. These hypothesis are underpinned by the following considerations: (i) the thermal resistance of the glass pane is very low and, consequently, the gradients of temperature are negligible (Freire et al., 175 2011), (ii) the thermal absorptance of clear or extra clear glass is low and the gradients associated to the solar absorption are negligible (Hermanns et al., 2012) and (iii) their thermal mass is negligible due to the reason mentioned for the water chamber. Hence, the temperature of glass can be considered steady or quasi steady.
Regarding the glass panes laminated with PVB layers, it is assumed that the temperature of the unit is 180 uniform and constant in time and they will be handled as single glass panes. This is justified following the above hypothesis. (EN 673, 2011) . The second one, the g factor, is the fraction 190 of the total solar energy which is transmitted indoors. According to the European Standard (EN 410, 2011) , the g factor is the sum of the direct solar energy transmittance, T , and the secondary internal heat transfer factor, A I . This secondary factor represents the fraction of the solar radiation which is absorbed in the glazing and later is transferred indoors by long wavelength radiation and by convection. The total indoor heat flux through the glazing, q, can be expressed in terms of U and g (ISO 18292, 2011) as:
Classical double glazing
where θ e is the outdoor temperature and θ i is the indoor temperature. For a double-glazed windows with air cavity, the thermal transmittance U is defined by (EN 673, 2011 ):
where h i and h e are the interior and the exterior heat transfer coefficients respectively and h g is the heat transfer coefficient of the air chamber. The g factor is (EN 410, 2011):
being:
where A 1 is the thermal absorptance of the outer glass pane, A 2 is the thermal absorptance of the inner glass pane. Once the g factor and the thermal transmittance U are defined for the double glazing, these two concepts are generalized in the following sections for water flow glazings.
Double glazing with water chamber
In this section it is considered the most simplest configuration for a water flow glazing: two panes of 205 glass conforming a water chamber with a flow from bottom to top as it is shown in Figure 2 . Using the simplifications presented in section 3, the energy balance for the thermal problem is presented. It is important to point out that the solution of the spectral problem should be known. The spectral problem can be solved using Optics and Window (Finlayson et al., 1993) software tools. For this configuration, A 1 denotes the absorptance of the first glass pane, A w the absorptance of the water chamber and A 2 the 210 absorptance of the second glass pane. The transmittance of the glazing is denoted by T . All spectral properties are referred to the incoming radiation i 0 . In Figure 2 the thermal profile inside each glass pane is shown constant in accordance with the hypothesis stated in section 3.
The thermal mass of every layer is negligible, hence, the energy balance for each layer states that the sum of heat fluxes plus the absorbed energy must be zero. That is, for the generic layer j with an absorption
where q k represents the heat fluxes in the boundaries of the layer (as shown in Figure 2 ) and i 0 is the impinging solar radiation.
For this particular configuration, the energy balance equations (5) for the three layers are: where θ IN is the inlet temperature of the water chamber, θ w is the temperature of the water chamber 220 which is assumed uniform,ṁ is the mass flow rate per unit of surface and c is the specific heat capacity of the water. In equation 7,ṁc (θ IN − θ w ) represents the heat flux transported by the water chamber.
Besides, the heat fluxes in equations (6)- (8) are given by Newton's law as explained in section 3:
where θ 1 is the temperature of the first glass pane, θ 2 is the temperature of the second glass pane.
Linear algebraic equations (6)- (12) constitute a determined problem since there are seven equations with 225 seven unknowns: θ 1 , θ 2 , θ w , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 . It is worth noting that a boundary problem is being solved, in which θ e and θ i are known.
Triple glazing with air and water chamber. Water facing outdoors
In this section it is considered a triple glazing with an air chamber and a water chamber facing outdoors as it is shown in Figure 3 . Imposing energy balance for each layer given by equation (5) and the expressions 230 for the heat fluxes by means of Newton's law, the following set of equations is obtained maintaining the same notation:
Note that the air chamber has no absorption. Therefore, the energy balance for this layer states that the inlet heat flux is equal to the outlet heat flux as seen in equation (20). Equations (13)- (22) constitute a set of ten linear algebraic equations for the ten unknowns:
thermal problem is determined for this glazing. 
Triple glazing with air and water chamber. Water facing indoors
In this section it is considered a variant of the preceding triple glazing. In this configuration the water chamber is facing indoors as it is shown in Figure 4 . The idea behind this configuration is to compare the g factor and the efficiency of this configuration with the preceding ones in order to determine which of 240 these configurations is more suitable for the weather conditions and the energy constraints of the project.
Imposing energy balance for each layer and the definitions of heat fluxes by means of Newton's law, the following set of equations is obtained maintaining the same notation:
Once again, equations (23)-(32) constitute a set of ten linear algebraic equations with ten unknowns.
The solution of these set of equations determines the thermal profile and the heat fluxes in the glazing. 
Thermal performance of water flow glazings
The objective of this section to provide with an expression for the secondary internal heat flux q I of the glazing configurations described in sections 5-7. This secondary internal heat flux q I corresponds to q 4 in the double glazings with a water chamber (section 5) and to q 6 in the triple glazings with water and air chamber (sections 6 and 7). Hence, q I is obtained by solving the sets of equations presented in sections 250 5-7 for each glazing configuration. A general solution of theses sets of equations, valid for all glazing configuration, is presented below:
where U i , U e are thermal transmittances which can be obtained by means of the convective heat coefficients h e , h i , h g , h w and are given in Table 1 for the preceding three different glazings. To understand the 255 physical meaning of U i and U e , their definitions given by Table 1 can be useful. For all configurations the thermal resistance 1/U e is the sum of the thermal resistances from the water chamber to outdoors.
Similarly, the thermal resistance 1/U i is the sum of the thermal resistances from the water chamber to indoors. Hence, U e can be understood as the thermal transmittance between the water chamber and outdoors and U i as the thermal transmittance between that water chamber and indoors.ṁc is the 260 capacity of the water flow to transfer energy.
The secondary internal heat transfer factor A I depends on the net absorptance of the water chamber A v , given in Table 2 , and on the constant part of the secondary internal heat transfer factor A i , given in Table   3 . As may be seen, the solution of the thermal problem depends on the model parameters h e , h i , h w , h g , the absorptances of different layers A j and the boundary conditions i 0 , θ e , θ i , θ IN , ṁc. 265 Furthermore, the total indoor heat flux q is the sum of transmitted solar energy radiation T i 0 associated to the spectral problem and the secondary internal heat flux associated to the thermal problem q I :
Taking into account equations (33) and (37), a universal solution for the total indoor heat flux q is yielded:
where the g factor is:
Note that the definition of the g factor for water flow glazings, given by equation (39) 
Sun radiation
Figure 5: Distribution of the impinging sun radiation when strikes the glazing, which is divided in: the energy transmittance (T ), the reflectance (R), the constant part of the secondary external and internal heat transfer factor (Ae and A i respectively) and the net absorptance of the water chamber (Av).
Figure 5 represents how the impinging sun radiation is divided into different contributions in order to provide a comprehensive description of the g factor. The absorbed energy from the impinging sun 275 radiation can be divided into three contributions: a fraction of the radiation is reflected (reflectance, R), a fraction is transmitted (transmittance, T ) and the remaining fraction is absorbed (absorptance, A).
Water chamber This conservation is expressed as:
The absorbed energy (A) can be further split in three different contributions: a fraction (constant part of the secondary internal heat transfer factor, A i ) is transferred indoors independently of the flow rate, 280 a fraction (constant part of the secondary external heat transfer factor, A e ) is transferred outdoors independently of the flow rate and the remaining fraction (net absorptance of the water chamber, A v ) is transferred indoors, outdoors and transported by the water chamber depending on the flow rate. These balance yields:
For each configuration, the expressions for the constant part of the secondary external heat transfer factor
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(A e ) are gathered in Table 3 .
The contribution A v can be divided, again, into three different contributions that are indicated in Figure   5 . Keeping the physical meanings of U e , U i andṁc in mind, these contributions can be interpreted in the following way. For a given flow rate, A v U e /(ṁc + U e + U i ) is the proportion of the total absorbed energy which is transferred outdoors, A vṁ c/(ṁc + U e + U i ) is the proportion transported by the water 290 chamber and the third contribution, called g w , is the proportion transferred indoors:
This distribution is determined by the ratios between U i , U e andṁc.
Once all the contributions are identified, the two secondary heat transfer factors are defined: the secondary external heat transfer factor A E and the secondary internal heat transfer factor A I . These two factors include a constant and a flow-rate dependent contribution. A E is defined as:
while A I = A i + g w is defined in equation (36). The g factor, which is the net proportion of sun radiation i 0 that passes indoors, is given by equation (39). This equation can be rewritten using equation (34) and the definition of g w given by equation (42), yielding: 
Water chamber facing outdoors
Water chamber facing indoors From equations (34)- (35) it can be easily observed that the thermal transmittances U and U w depend on the flow rateṁ. It can also be noted from equation (44) that the g factor depends on the flow rate 300 through g w , which is the flow-rate dependent contribution of the solar heat gain coefficient.
Comparing equations (34)- (39) with their equivalent for a classical double glazing, equations (1)- (4), two main differences are identified: (i) water flow glazings have the potential to control or to modify the thermal performance by means of the flow rateṁ and (ii) a new thermal transmittance U w appears which takes into account that the temperature of the innermost glass pane is close to the inlet temperature θ IN .
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It is important to note that in classical double glazings the g factor and the U value are constant and, consequently, the glazing behaves statically not being able to adapt to different climatic conditions.
However, the active character of water flow glazings permits to modify their thermal performance using the flow rateṁ. Hence, a variation in the flow rate of the water chamber allows to modify the thermal transmittances U and U w , as well as the g factor of the glazing. This allows to manage the incoming sun 310 energy.
Next section follows a detailed discussion to understand how to manage the energy and how to select the proper glazing which fits best with our purposes.
Solar heat gain coefficient
The definition of the solar heat gain coefficient given in equation (3) for a water flow glazing yields using 315 equation (44):
There are two clearly differentiated contributions in the solar heat gain coefficient for a water flow glazing.
The first contribution is associated to the two first terms on the RHS of equation (45) If the flow rateṁ is high enough, i.e.ṁc U e + U i , the contribution to the g factor of the first term is negligible following equation (45). Consequently, the first term is associated to the absorbed energy 325 which is able to transport the water chamber. On the contrary, the second term of equation (45) cannot be modified by varying the flow rateṁ. This second term is associated to the absorbed energy which is transferred indoors. Similarly, the third term which is the energy transmittance (a spectral property) of the glazing cannot be controlled by varying the flow rate.
Depending on the energy demands of the building, the proper water flow glazing should be designed. For 330 that reason, a deep understanding of the spectral and thermal parameters of each layer is required to define a composition.
Flow-rate dependent contribution of the solar heat gain coefficient
Considering the water chamber as an open system, the power per unit of surface which can transport is:
The unknown θ w is obtained by solving the equations presented in sections 5-7. To obtain the water 335 temperature of the configuration presented in section 5, equations (9) and (10) are divided by the heat transfer coefficient of each equation. Then, these two equations are added and equation (6) is substituted in the resulting equation. The same procedure is repeated with equations (11), (12) and (8). Finally, these two resulting equations are taken to equation (7) to clear up θ w . For configurations of sections 6-7 a similar procedure is carried out. Thus, the temperature of the water chamber is yielded:
This temperature is then substituted in equation (46) to reach an expression for the power as a function of the boundary conditions and the thermal parameters:
A v i 0 represents the energy absorbed by the water chamber, plus the energy transferred by convection from the glass panes due to the glass panes absorption. Note that in equation (48), A v i 0 is weighed bẏ mc. By its part, A v is weighed by U i in equation (42), being g w the part of A v transferred indoors.
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As it was pointed out in the preceding section, A v measures the absorbed energy that can be transported by the water chamber. No matter how big the flow rate is, the water chamber cannot take more energy that A v i 0 . If the flow rateṁ is high enough, g w becomes negligible which means that this absorbed energy is not transferred indoors. Consequently, the absorbed energy A v i 0 is transported by the water chamber when the flow rate is high enough as it can be seen from equation (48). In this case, as P must 350 be bounded, equation (46) states that θ w ≈ θ IN .
If the water chamber is stopped, the water is heated and some part of this energy is transferred indoors because the heat transport mechanismṁc disappears. Hence, particularising equation (42) forṁ = 0 yields:
Equation (49) states that some part of the energy which is absorbed in the water chamber is transferred 355 indoors and the other part is transferred outdoors. The ratio of this distribution depends on the thermal transmittances U e and U i .
Once shown the way in which the absorbed energy is distributed, the main concerns is how to select the layers to maximize or to modify the total amount A v . In terms of efficiency, θ w must be maximized if P is considered constant. Hence, to have an efficient glazing, A v must be maximized as equations (46) and 360 (48) show. As seen in Table 2 , A v is a weighted sum of the different absorptances of each layer. Every layer absorbs a certain fraction of sun radiation given by A j and it is transformed instantaneously in heat.
Later, some part of this heat is transferred to the left and the rest is transferred to the right. Hence, the water chamber, depending on its relative position, receives some part of this energy. Therefore, to maximize A v there are two ways to proceed: (i) modifying the weighting factors by means of the thermal 365 parameters or (ii) choosing the spectral absorptances of each layer.
The first way to maximize A v is to modify the weighting factors by means of the thermal parameters.
Since U i and U e are referred to the water chamber, the weighting factor of the water absorptance in Table 2 is the unity. The remaining weighting factors are the ratios between the thermal transmittances.
When the layer is to the left of the water chamber, the ratio is the thermal transmittance U e divided 370 by the thermal transmittance between this layer and outdoors. Similarly, when the layer is to the left, the ratio is the thermal transmittance U i divided by the thermal transmittance between this layer and indoors. To enlighten this analysis, a double glazing with a water chamber is considered. If the water chamber is very efficient with h w high enough, then U i tends to h i and U e tends to h e (see Table 1 ).
Hence A v = A 1 + A w + A 2 , which means that the water chamber can transport all the absorbed energy 375 because the convective mechanism between the water and the glass panes is so efficient that all the heat is available to be transported, although the heat is absorbed by the glass panes instead of by the water chamber.
The second way to maximize A v is to choose the spectral absorptances of each layer for given thermal parameters and for constant absorptance of the glazing A. The net absorptance of the water chamber
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A v is a weighted averaged expression of different glass spectral absorptances A j and A w (Table 2) . Since each absorptance A j is weighted with a value less than one except the water absorptance A w which is weighted with the unity, the spectral configuration which maximizes A v is the one with extra clear glass panes, i.e. A j = 0, in which the water chamber is the only layer that absorbs sun energy. In that case,
To obtain a desired level of absorptance in the water layer, the only possibility is to mix the water with NIR and visible filter additives to obtain the required value of A w . To further increase the absorptance, filter additives could be added to decrease transmittance in the visible spectra. outdoors, the best choice is selecting an extraclear glass pane facing outdoors, an extraclear glass pane facing indoors and a black glass pane in the middle.
It was shown that maximizing

Constant part of the secondary internal heat transfer factor
The second term of equation (45), A i , is related to the radiation absorbed to the right of the water chamber and later is directly transferred indoors by means of convection and far infrared emissions.
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The absorbed heat of every layer is proportional to its absorptance A j . If this layer is facing indoors or it is separated by an air chamber, some part of this heat is transferred indoors. The other part is transferred to the water chamber and it is included in the term A v . Tables 2 and 3 show that the factor that weighed an absorptance in the calculation of A i plus the factor that weighed the same absorptance in the calculation of A v is equal to the unit.
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Since A i does not depend on the flow rate, this term can not be used to vary the g factor by modifying the flow rate. Hence, to have the maximum range of different g values, this term should be nullified.
Looking at the expression for A i from 
This equation shows that the absorbed energy by the innermost glass pane (layer 3) can not be transported by the water chamber due to presence of an air chamber with high thermal resistance between the water chamber and the layer 3.
Thermal transmittances of the glazing
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The secondary internal heat flux q I given by equation (33) states that there are two contributions to the heat flux which is transferred indoors: (i) the energy associated to the absorbed sun radiation in the glazing which has been analysed in section 9 and (ii) the energy associated to the differences of temperatures θ w , θ i and θ e . The thermal transmittance U given by equation (34) If the system is stopped (ṁ = 0), then U and U w become:
Hence, it is the same U value that appeared in classical glazings seen in equation (2).
Active behaviour of the glazing
The g factor and the thermal transmittances change depending on the flow rate. This fact provides an 435 active behaviour of the glazing. An active behaviour is the dynamic capacity to adapt to the environment depending on weather conditions. To understand the range of different values for the g factor and the thermal transmittances U and U w , upper and lower bounds of these values are obtained. These bounds are obtained when the system is stopped and they are named with the superscript OF F and when the system is at a very high flow rate and the corresponding values are denoted with the superscript ON .
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If the system is stopped (ṁ = 0), the total heat flux in equation (38) becomes:
where
In this case, the glazing behaves as a classical double pane glazing and the thermal transmittance given by (55) coincides with the classical definition for the U value as seen in section 10. g OF F represents the proportion of the sun radiation which is transferred indoors when the system is stopped.
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If the flow rate is such thatṁc U e + U i , the total heat flux of equation (38) becomes:
That is, the building does not interchange heat with outside because an isothermal envelope at temperature θ IN is created and the heat losses or gains are due to the difference θ IN − θ i . As it was pointed out in section 9.2, the term A i is associated to absorbed energy which is transferred indoors by FIR radiation
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and by convection mechanisms. Generally, this term is undesirable and to eliminate it one must choose non absorbing PVB layers or glass panes to the right of the water chamber.
The g OF F value is the upper value of g and g ON is the lower. Hence, the maximum variation of the g factor from equations (55) and (57) is:
If the water flow glazing is used to manage the incoming solar energy entering into the building, a 455 maximum range of different values of the g factor is required. Therefore, it is important to analyse which glazing configuration maximizes the range of g values.
If the water flow glazing is considered symmetrical, i.e. U e = U i , the maximum variation of the g values is A v /2. Hence, it seems that symmetrical glazings are not desirable because their potential range of the g value is divided by two.
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Looking at expression (58), to maximize the range of values of the g factor, the U i value should be much higher than the U e which is equivalent to diminish the thermal resistance from the water chamber to indoors and at the same time increase the thermal resistance from the water chamber to outdoors. It can be accomplished by means of an air chamber that reduces the heat flux from the water chamber to outdoors. This is the glazing configuration selected in section 7. On the contrary, the glazing configuration of section 6 has the U i value much smaller than the U e value and, consequently, the variation of the g factor is small.
Numerical examples
In this section some numerical examples are analysed to enlighten the active behaviour discussed in section 11. Five different configurations were examined and compared: a double glazing with water 470 chamber studied in section 5 (Figure 6 ), a triple glazing with an air chamber facing outdoors analysed in section 6 (Figure 7 ) and three glazings with a water chamber facing indoors explored in section 7 and similar to Figure 8 . These three different cases of glazings with a water chamber facing indoors try to show the optimum election of PVB layers position and fluid properties. Case 1 is shown in Figure 8 . In case 2, the outermost solar PVB layer of Figure 8 is switched by the innermost clear PVB layer. In case 475 3, the fluid of the water chamber is a theoretical fluid that does not allow to enter NIR wavelengths.
Namely, a fluid that absorbs all wavelengths coming from the sun except the visible spectrum.
In order to calculate numerical values of the g factor and the U value, the absorptances of each layer and the transmittance of the glazing are necessary. The spectral properties were obtained using Optics and
Window (Finlayson et al., 1993) software tools. Optics is intended to analyse the spectral properties of properties of water were extracted from (Hale and Querry, 1973) .
Window implements different algorithms to calculate the absorptances of each glass pane or layer of a glazing system. First, the glazing system should be created from an existing database of different layers or by importing layers previously created with Optics. Since Window does not allow to create laminates, they should be created previously with Optics and then imported in Window. Once the glazing system is 490 created, Window can calculate averaged solar absorptances for each layer at different angles of incidence.
Finally, these absorptances can be exported to other programs to calculate the thermal problem.
It is important to note that Window models each of the layers separated by a gas gap, i.e. the layers are not in contact. Hence, the normal procedure would consist of creating laminates with Optics and then import them in Window. One problem of this approach is that Window can not separate the different 495 layers of a laminate. Hence, Window calculates the net absorptance of a laminate as a block without distinguishing between panes or PVB layers. This approach is valid for laminates since the thermal model presented in this work takes into account the net absorptance of the complete laminate. However, when considering blocks of glass-water-glass, this approach is not applicable because the thermal model needs the specific water absorptance.
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To overcome this problem, special isolated layers of glass and water were created in Optics and then imported in Window. The files imported by Optics have a special format. They are composed by four columns: wavelength, thermal transmittance, reflectance and back reflectance of the specimen.
These values can be obtained experimentally or calculated from the index of refraction and coefficient of extinction of the specimen. For example, since a water layer is surrounded by glass, it is necessary 505 to account for the glass-water and water-glass interfaces when generating the special water layer. The reflectivity of these interfaces is governed by the index of refraction of glass and the index of refraction of water which are known as a function of the wavelength. The same applies for a glass layer surrounded by water and air. Interfaces of air-glass and glass-water were considered when generating this special layer.
Once these special layers were created in Optics, they were imported in Window and a glazing system 510 was composed with these special layers. Later, the absorptances for each layer (glass, water, glass) could be determined using Window. This procedure can be extended to more complex glazing arrangements.
The resulting values of absorptances are summarized in Table 4 . for the heat transfer coefficient of the water chamber, h w , is 100 W/m 2 K (Baehr and Stephan, 2006) .
According to the European Standard (EN 673, 2011) for vertical glazings, h c = 1.16 W/m 2 K being argon the gas in the air chamber and performing the calculations with the limit standard conditions established in this Standard. The heat transfer coefficient due to radiation, h r , can be neglected because the air chamber emissivity is very low due to the water chamber. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient of the 520 water chamber, h g = h c + h r , is 1.16 W/m 2 K. Since the fluid inside the chamber is a mixture of water and glycol, the value of the specific heat capacity has been taken as c = 3600 J/kgK.
From equations (55) and (57) and with the spectral properties given in Table 4 and the thermal values given above, the thermal parameters of these configurations are obtained (Table 5 ). Table 4 .
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Comparing the results for the first three configurations in Table 5 , the following conclusions can be drawn. The highest range of values of the g factor is given in the glazing with an air chamber and a water chamber facing indoors. It may be a striking result considering equation (58), because this glazing has the lowest net absorptance of the water chamber A v . This fact can be explained since, even it has the lowest A v value, U i is much higher than U e .
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Concerning A v , as stated above, the glazing of Figure 8 presents the lowest value. The main reason is that the water chamber is facing indoors and, consequently, it receives less solar energy because it is dissipated in previous layers. Looking at Table 4 , the absorptance of the glass pane situated just before the water chamber and the absorptance of the water chamber itself are lower in the glazing with an air chamber and a water chamber facing indoors than in the other two configurations. Concerning the 540 energy which is directly transferred indoors, the glazing with an air chamber and a water chamber facing outdoors has the highest A i value, which is harmful as it has been previously explained.
Moreover, the thermal transmittance (water chamber-interior) with high flow rate, U ON w , is the capacity that the glazing has to create a thermal envelope. Therefore, Table 5 shows that the glazing with an Table 5 shows two extra examples focused on the glazing configuration selected in section 7, which is the best one. Case 2 worsens the thermal performances in comparison with the first case, because A 3 has 550 risen at the expense of A 2 . Hence, A v is lower and A i is bigger because the energy absorbed in the third glass pane goes easily indoors, meanwhile the thermal resistance of the air chamber facilitates energy transfer from the second glass pane to the water chamber. This case enlightens the discussion done at the end of section 9.1 to maximize A v by choosing the spectral absorptance of each layer. There may also be appreciate the slight g OF F fall due to the A v fall.
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The last example shown in Table 5 does not report a big difference with case 1. Even though the small decline in performance seen in a smaller range of the values of the g factor compared with case 1, this glazing has a slightly higher transmittance, which leads to an increased day lighting. From this case, it can therefore be concluded that it is not worth the effort needed to investigate the NIR additives because solar PVB is good enough. The only justification for it would be seeking for a natural sunlight increase.
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To end with this section, it is important to set a criterion to know when the conditionṁc 
Validation of thermal performances
In this section various examples are included in order to validate the model presented. The validation was accomplished using Optics and Window (Finlayson et al., 1993) to determine spectral properties which 570 are parameters for the proposed model. To validate the proposed model, water flow glazing performances given in Chow et al. (2011b) are used.
The configuration defined in Chow et al. (2011b) comprises an absorptive glass pane of 6 mm, a water chamber of 10 mm and clear glass pane of 6 mm. In this paper the thermal performances of this glazing are evaluated. Namely, the room heat gain and the water heat gain are discussed as functions of solar 575 irradiance, outdoor and indoor temperatures. In our work, the room heat gain is denoted by q and the water heat gain is denoted by P .
To validate the performances of the proposed model with the results obtained in Chow et al. (2011b) , the spectral and thermal parameters used by expressions (38) and (48) should be given. Regarding the spectral parameters, Table 6 shows the absorptances obtained from Optics and Windows for the 580 configuration given in Chow et al. (2011b) . The procedure for obtaining the absorptances is the same as that followed in section 12.
0.511 0.087 0.047 0.251 Table 6 : Absorptances of each layer and transmittance of the water flow glazing for validation.
Regarding the thermal parameters, the coefficients h i and h e are taken from the European Standard (EN Room heat gain q given by expression (38) is plotted in Figure 9 together with the results obtained in Chow et al. (2011b) . With the spectral and thermal parameters given above, the error of the proposed model is less than 6%. The same comparison is presented in Figure 11 for the water heat gain given by expression (48). In this case, the error is less than 15%. Since the model presented in Chow et al. (2011b) 600 is non-linear, the thermal parameters depend on the temperatures of the solution and the accuracy of the model is higher. The main source of error is due to a non accurate prediction of the spectral parameters of the glazing used by Chow et al. (2011b) . Therefore, in Figures 
Conclusions
This work shows that it is possible to determine a g factor and a U value for a water flow glazing which 610 matches the classical definitions of a double glazing. Besides, it appears a second thermal transmittance U w associated to the water chamber. While in classical double glazing these values are constants, in water flow glazing these values can be actively controlled or modified by the flow rateṁ.
To summarize this analysis, the following conclusions can be derived: bound for the g factor.
2. The upper bound of the g factor is encountered when the system is stopped. In this case, some part of the energy which is absorbed in the glazing is transferred indoors.
3. To maximize the range of values of the g factor, the water chamber should be insulated from outside by means of an air chamber of high thermal resistance, as confirmed by the results of section 12. 620 4. A i is associated to FIR wavelengths and convection. Once again, the election of non absorbing layers for the innermost glass panes can nullify this term, as shown in section 12.
5. The flow rate should be high enough to transport the energy which is absorbed. Ifṁc U i + U e , the absorbed energy that is transferred indoors and outdoors is minimized. This allows to choose the design flow rate of the water flow glazing.
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6. If the glass panes absorbs energy, the water convection coefficient h w should be high enough to transfer this heat to the water.
7. The best glazing to manage the incoming solar energy is the one that allows to enter only visible spectra when the system is flowing and the absorption is produced exclusively in the water chamber.
In this case, the range of g values is given by:
Nonetheless, as stated in section 12, the influence of the NIR additives does not improve significantly the glazing because the proposed PVB layers have very selective NIR filtering properties. Numeric examples given in Tables 4, 5 and analytical expressions given by Table 1 for U e and U i allow to
give an upper bound for g OF F around 0.7 and a lower bound for g ON around 0.2 for the discussed configurations. Depending on the orientations of the glazing and the building location, the analysis of the work will allow to choose or to predesign a specific water flow glazing to follow an energy management strategy. A whole year simulation implementing more precise thermal models should be carried out to validate the election and the performances of the water flow glazing in a nearly zero energy building. 
